Complimentary Pre-Registration to Slovenian IPv6 Summit and ION Conference: 18-19 October

RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY
The Go6 Institute and the Internet Society invite you to the 7th Slovenian IPv6 Summit and the Internet Society ION Conference on 18-19 October at the Brdo Technology Park in Ljubljana, Slovenia. The two-day event is free and open to all.

However, space is extremely limited. Members of the Go6 Institute and the Internet Society are encouraged to pre-register today at http://v6summit.eventbrite.com/ using ‘isocgo6’ as the password. Registration will open to the public on Tuesday, 18 September 2012.

FEATURED SPEAKERS
Experts from leading technology companies and organizations around the globe including Yahoo!, 6connect, Comcast, Checkpoint, and Cisco Systems will share their knowledge and experience on IPv6 and DNSSEC during this two-day event.

More about speakers: http://go6.si/en/7-slo-ipv6-summit/predavatelji/

KEY SESSIONS & SECURITY WORKSHOPS
The Slovenian IPv6 Summit is one of Eastern Europe’s leading IT events, providing progress reports, notable achievements, and best practices in the transition to IPv6. The Summit includes high-tech discussions led by international thought leaders on current challenges and solutions, professional educational content, and a practical workshop on “L2 IPv6 Security.”

The ION Conference will bring network engineers and leading industry experts together to discuss emerging technologies including IPv6 and DNSSEC. Early adopters will provide valuable insight into their own deployment experiences and bring participants up to speed on new standards emerging from the IETF. More than a simple lecture series, ION events provide hands-on interaction with industry experts allowing you to walk away with the solutions you need to deploy new
standards and technologies on your own networks. The Internet Society will also provide a practical workshop on DNSSEC on Friday afternoon.

Key Sessions Include:

- Keynote by Mr. Bob Hinden, one of the “fathers” of IPv6
- Deploying IPv6 in U.S. Navy, by Ron Broersma, Internet Pioneer
- IPv6 in the Enterprise: Real-world Deployment Experiences
- Skip the Transitions, Jump Straight into IPv6 Waters
- How Can IPAM Make IPv6 Designing and Deployment Easier?
- Deploying DNSSEC: From End-customer to Content
- World IPv6 Launch Results

ACCOMMODATIONS

Although the conference does not have a specific room block, we recommend the following hotels in downtown Ljubljana with easy access to the Brdo Technology Park via taxi or shuttle.

- **Grand Hotel Union** - There are three differently priced hotels within this chain, all within close walking distance to each other in the city center.
- **Hotel Lev** - Farther from other options, but still in the city center.
- **City Hotel** - Close to Grand Hotel Union and modestly priced.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Additional information about the Slovenian IPv6 Summit is available at [http://go6.si/en/7-slo-ipv6-summit/](http://go6.si/en/7-slo-ipv6-summit/).


We hope you will join us 18-19 October in beautiful Ljubljana!

FUTURE ION CONFERENCES

Colleagues in Mumbai, India - Sao Paulo, Brazil - San Diego, California?

The ION Conference series runs worldwide to bridge the gap between the IETF standards process and final adoption of those standards by the global operations community. For more information on future ION Conferences, visit [http://www.internetsociety.org/deploy360/ion/](http://www.internetsociety.org/deploy360/ion/).